Evaluation of human postural balance in quiet standing by direct measurement of human body center of mass acceleration
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Abstract. Present article deals with the evaluation of human postural balance in quiet standing by the direct measuring of center of mass acceleration. Displacements of subjects’ center of mass were determined and trajectories in anterior-posterior-medial-lateral plane were obtained. Comparison of parameters between subjects with stroke and healthy subjects was performed and measurements revealed higher sway amplitudes of subjects with stroke.
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Introduction

Ability to hold upright standing posture is essential for human being. A seemingly simple task performed by human being is more or less automatic and a complex activity both mechanically and neurologically. Researches on balance control and postural stability are very diverse. There are many ways to evaluate human postural balance and one of the most often applied methods is experimental measurements by using force plates, for example computerized posturography [2]. Force plates are used to measure the position and path of the center of pressure (COP) – one of the parameters to estimate a postural stability [8, 9]. The COP refers to the point of application of the supportive force applied to the force plate and it is affected by the center of gravity and by the muscular forces acting on the foot. There are many others so called stabilometric descriptors like mean velocity (MV), area under COP, sway density curve (SDC) and etc., enabling identifying changes in postural control, for example with ageing [5, 10, 12]. Loss of postural stability may be caused by different disorders like stroke, because most of stroke survivors become disabled due to motor and cognitive dysfunction [3, 4, 11, 14]. Comprehensive rehabilitation of such patients can help to gain back lost functions and improves quality of life. Rehabilitation can be implemented by balance feedback training using MTD-balance system [3]. Alternatively to the traditional descriptors obtained from force plate measurements, some researchers have proposed, as parameter for the evaluation of postural control, an acceleration of center of mass (COM), estimated with force platform recordings [1, 12, 13]. Though, it is not direct measurement of COM acceleration, it could be possible indeed with the application of modern motion video analysis systems. With the successful implementation of affordable electronic sensors nowadays it is possible to perform direct measurement of human motion by accelerometry, using accelerometers [7].
An objective of present study is to evaluate human postural balance from acceleration data obtained from the direct measurement of center’s of mass acceleration during the quiet standing with eyes opened and closed.

**Methods**

Research was carried out on volunteers, which were divided into two groups – healthy subjects as a control group and subjects with stroke. Fifteen subjects with stroke, after brain circulation disorders (13 men, 2 women; mean ± SD: age = 69±6.04, stature = 176.93±7.26 cm, and body mass = 88.13±12.36 kg) had already rehabilitative training in process and were therefore considered stable in their neurological recovery, were able to stand by themselves without support. The control group consisted of 30 healthy subjects (16 men, 14 women; mean ± SD: age = 25.97±3.88, stature = 175.37±3.88 cm, and body weight = 73.67±15.67 kg). None had any current or recent self-reported injuries, illness, or musculoskeletal disorders. All participants were informed about the conditions of an experiment and signed an agreement to participate in the study.

Each participant performed 6 trials involving a quiet upright stance. In each trial, participants stood barefoot on a MTD-balance platform and had two-axial accelerometer fixed on the center of mass, with eyes opened and eyes closed, and arms at sides were requested to stand as still as possible. Trials lasted 30 seconds, with at least two minutes of rest between each.

Two-axial iMEMS (®Analog Devices ADXL320, with bandwidth of 0.5 Hz to 2.5 kHz) accelerometer was fixed on the belt on subject’s waist, in the height of center of mass. The height of center of mass was determined for each subject individually according to the anthropometric data [6]. Another useful feature of the accelerometer is that it can be used as a 2-axis tilt sensor with both roll axis and pitch axis when oriented so both its X-axis and Y-axis
are parallel to the ground’s surface (Fig.1). X-axis of the accelerometer was coincident with human body sway in anterior-posterior directions, while Y-axis was coincident with mediolateral directions respectively.

Additionally subjects were standing on the MTD-balance platform (developed by MTD-systems), which in turn is being used not only during the rehabilitation in training the balance, but it is also capable to measure distribution of the load on both legs performing the balance test. Rehabilitation therapists often use the ratio of left and right legs pressure distribution on the platform as a stability evaluation parameter that can be expressed as follows:

\[ R_{LR}(t) = \frac{F_L(t)}{F_R(t)}, \]  

where \( F_L(t) \) and \( F_R(t) \) are forces of left and right legs respectively. The difference in subject’s pressure on platform with left and right legs can be evaluated too [3].

Results of analysis

Recorded acceleration signal was low-pass filtered using 6th order Butterworth filter with 10 Hz cut-off frequency in Matlab software. An example of filtered acceleration signal of subjects with stroke and healthy subjects during the trials is shown in Fig.1 a) and b). Acceleration data was then numerically double-integrated in order to obtain center of mass (COM) displacements in AP (X) and ML (Y) directions (Fig.2. a and b). Few seconds in the beginning of the record were subtracted as a pre-settling time.

Analyzing graphs presented above, could be noted that maximal amplitudes of displacements of subjects with stroke are almost two times higher than in healthy subjects. Other researchers have also noted that body’s sway amplitudes are increasing with ageing. When eyes are closed, amplitudes of displacements are increasing indicating, that visual perception influences the postural balance in ML direction. Fig.3 shows average ratios among the subjects with stroke (Fig.3. a, mean ± SD: \( R_{LR} = 0.8393±0.128 \) eyes open, \( R_{LR} = 0.8367±0.127 \) eyes closed) comparing to average ratios of healthy subjects (Fig.3. b, mean ± SD: \( R_{LR} = 0.9599±0.03 \) eyes open, \( R_{LR} = 0.9581±0.03 \) eyes closed). If the values of ratios (2) of pressure distribution between left and right legs are close to 1, the subject is
considered as more stable. Low ratio’s value could show some possible disorders of motor dysfunction.
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**Fig.3.** Average ratios of load distribution on left and right legs – a) subjects with stroke; b) healthy subjects.

When standing with eyes closed, ratios are noted slightly lower in control group consisted of healthy subjects, while ratios among the subjects with stroke are scattered more and average sizes are lower comparing with the ratios of healthy subjects. Loss of visual contact with the environment influences the stability of postural balance.

Average trajectories had been derived from COM displacements in anterior-posterior and medial-lateral plane (XY plane) are shown in Fig.4.
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**Fig.4.** Average trajectories of COM in AP-ML plane – indexes 1 and 2 stand for the group of subjects with stroke and healthy subjects respectively.

Trajectories of center of mass in area enclosed by an ellipse (Fig.4) correspond to the ratios of pressure distribution in range from 1 to 0.9, while trajectories outside an ellipse correspond to ratios below 0.9. Ratio’s values of the most of healthy volunteers lie within the bounds of encircled area, thus resulting in lower body sway amplitude or in other words, the subject’s postural balance is normal. In order to distinguish particularities of subject’s individual anthropometry influence on the sway amplitude, body mass index was calculated according to the most popular expression

\[ I_{BM} = \frac{m}{h^2}, \]

where \( m \) is a body weight and \( h \) is a height of subject.

Relations between calculated body mass index (BMI) and the ratio \( R_{LR} \) were derived for every group, for subjects with stroke as well as for healthy subjects, and are presented in the Figure 5.
Thus, interconnection between anthropometrical subject’s parameters and pressure ratios was found.
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**Fig.5.** Relations between average ratios of load distribution on left and right legs and body mass index – a) subjects with stroke; b) healthy subjects.

From figures above can be noted, that the higher is body mass index of a subject, the lower are ratios and therefore arises presumption that the accumulation of fat tissue can reduce body balance and contributes towards larger sway amplitudes. Since the height of subjects’ mass center was calculated, the relations between ratios and COM height were found and presented in figure 6 below.
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**Fig.6.** Average ratios of load distribution on left and right legs dependencies on height of body mass center, with bounds of prediction – a) subjects with stroke; b) healthy subjects. Red line corresponds to eyes opened and blue line – eyes closed.

Results in the figures above show, that with the increase of the height of center of mass, the ratios’ values also increases, resulting in lower sway amplitudes for the taller persons. The mechanical factor provided by the inertia of the body mass and mass height above the ground, and the attempt to balance it against the gravity force through muscular action is an important indicator of ability to maintain posture.

**Conclusions**

The main conclusions of the present research are formulated below:

1. Direct measurement of body center of mass sway acceleration enables to evaluate human postural balance by analyzing the center of mass displacements and trajectories
in horizontal plane. It was noted, that amplitudes of subjects with stroke were larger almost two times than control group’s of healthy subjects.

2. Ratios of pressure distribution on both left and right legs are in range from 1 to 0.9 for healthy subjects, and ratios below 0.9 are common for subjects with stroke. Ratios of healthy volunteers are related with body sway lower amplitude or in other words, the subject’s postural balance is normal.

3. Loss of visual contact with the environment influences the stability of postural balance. When subjects were standing with eyes closed, sway amplitudes were higher and the ratios of load distribution on left and right legs were lower.

4. Postural balance is influenced not only by the presence of motor and cognitive disorders, but also by individual anthropometric parameters of subjects. Larger body mass index tends to increase human body oscillations.
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